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TDP (Honours) 6th Semester Exam., 2018 

PHILOSOPHY 

( Honours ) 

SEVENTH PAPER 

Full Marks : 80 

Time : 3 hours 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks 
for the questions 

Answer eight questions, taking two from each Unit 

Candidates are required to gi,ve their answers in their 
own words as far as practicable 

UNIT-I 

1. (a} What is the difference between habitual and 

instinctive actions? 

(b} Are habitual actions really the objects of 

moral judgement? Explain. 

(c) Explain in brief the nature of moral 

judgement. 
2+3+5=10 
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2. (a) What is utilitarianism? 

(b) Make a comparison between Bentham 's 

utilitarianism an<l Mill's utilitarianism. 

(c) How far is this theory of utilitarianism 

acceptable? 2+5+3=10 

3. (a) What is meant by 'perfectionism'? 

(b) Explain Hegelian view ofperfectionism as a 

moral standard. 2+8=10 

UNIT-II 

4. (a) Give a clear idea of environmental science. 

(b) How far is environmental science related to 

environmental ethics? Explain. 4+6=10 

5. (a) What are the barriers of management 

ethics? Discuss. 

(b} Explain how the barriers can be removed. 

6+4=10 

6. (a} What is educational ethics? 

(b} Discuss the role of ethics in education. 

8M/854 
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UNIT-Ill 
heory that fear is the 

. d examine the t 7+3== 10 
7_ Explain an 

origin of religion. 

8. (a} 
What is theistic theory? 

of 
the theory 

examine Explain and 2+5+3==10 (b) 

Pantheism. 

9. (a} What is national religion? 

What are the characteristics of national 
(b) 

religion? 

(c) Distinguish between national and universal 

religion. 
2+4+4=10 

UNIT-IV 

10. (a) What is the reason of feeling disharmony in 

the world of men? Answer after the lecture 

'Maya and the evolution of the concept of 

God' -delivered by Swami Vivekananda. 

(b) How can this disharmony be settled? 

Discuss after the lecture. 5+5=10 
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11. { a) How can human beings get rid of the barriers 

of evils in the world? Describe the view of 

Swami Vivekananda expressed in his lecture 

'God in Everything'. 

{b) Is there anything real beyond the material 

world? Justify your answer after Swami 

Vivekananda. 6+4= 10 

12. "Who enjoys the picture, the seller or the seer?" 

fa) In which lecture does Vivekananda ask this 
question? 

f b I Explain Vivekananda's answer to this 
question. 

2+8=10 

*** 
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TDP (Honours) 6th Semester Exam., 2019 

PHILOSOPHY 
~ 

( \Honours ) 

SEVENTH PAPER 

Full Marks : 80 

Time : 3 hours 

The figures in the margi.n indicate full marks 
for the questions 

Answer eight questions, taking two from each Unit 

Candidates are required to give their answers in their 
own words as far as practicable 

UNIT_:_! 

1. (a) What do you mean by moral judgement? 

(b) What is exactly the object of moral 

judgement-motive or intention? Discuss 

with example. 2+8= IO 

M9/712 (Tum Over) 
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2• (a) What is hedonism? 

. psychological 
(b) Explain and examine 

hedonism as a theory of moral standa2~5 + 3 = 1 

. , 
3. (a) What is meant by 'categorical imperative 

according to Kant? 

(b) Explain in this connection the criterion of 
. . 

~oral judgeme~t a~ propounded by Kant in i' 
h1s theory of R1gonsm. 2 + 8 = 10 

UNit-· II . 

4. (a) What is meant by environmental ethics? 

(b) Is it a necessity . for human existence? 

Discus~. 2+8=10 

5. ( a) What is the code of ethics 1n medical 

profession? 

(b) Why is the code of ethics important in 
medical field? 

4+6==10 
. . . ., 

6. (a) Define. management ethics. 

(b) What is immoral management? , 

M9/712 
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(c) 

{J 
l-low does management ethics play an 

nnportant role in social welfare? 2+ 2+6= 10 

UNIT-Ill 
7 

• ( a) Distinguish between animism and totemism 

as the theories of origin of religion. 

(b) Can any one of them be regarded as the 

most primitive form of religion? Explain in 

short. (4+4)+2=10 

8. ( a) What is meant by positivism? 

(b) Explain positivism as advocated by Comte. 

(c) How far is his theory acceptable? Discuss. 

2+5+3=10 

9. (a) Briefly discuss the characteristics of 

universal religion. 

(b J Explain Buddhism as universal religion. 

5+5=10 

UNIT-IV 

lO. (a) Where and when did Vivekananda deliver 

the lecture on 'Conception of God'? 

M9/712 (Tum Over) 
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. th nception of God after Swami 
(b} Explain e co 

Vivekananda. 
8+2::: 10 

l l. "Then everything will become deified. ' ' 

(a) How does Swami Vivekananda come to this 

conclusion in his lecture 'God m 

everything'? Discuss. 

(b) In this connection mention the example 

given by Swami Vivekananda. 6 + 4 = 1 O 

12. (a} What is universal religion according to 

Swami Vivekananda? 

(b} Discuss the ideal of universal religion 

following Swami Vivekananda. 2 + 8 = 10 

*** 
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2020 h Semester Exam., TDP (Honours) 6t . 

PHILOSOPHY 

( Honours ) 

SEVENTH PAPER 

Fun Marks : 80 

Time : 3 hours 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks 
for the questions 

Answer eight questions , taking at least two 
frCJ-:11 'each Unit 

Candidates are reoli.rev~ to g·zue t1teirarTs1.,uers 1.rr tl'lei;-. ~ 

own words as far as practicable 

UNIT-I 

I. (a/ Distinguish between moral judgment and 
general judgment . 

(b/ Explain in shon lhe nature of moral 
judgmenr. 

(c) Can moral jurlgmenr be true or false'.> ? 

... +S+3==J() 
2. fa/ What do You mean by moral standard·• 

lb/ Explain Mill '.s t ·1·r · · 
. u J I arian1srn as a· ti . 

icorv ot-rnoraI stan,t:,rd_ -

le} How far 1· · th · , h. 
s, is t Cory acceptable? 20M/626 

( Turn Ove ,- ) 
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3. (~1) \Vhat is sdf-realizJtion•) 

(b} ln this connection , explain Hegelian theory 

of perfectionism as an ethical standard. 

(c) Is this theory tenable? Discuss . 2+5+3=10 

UNIT-II 

4. (a) What is environmental pollution? 

(b) What are the different measures· to reduce 

environmental pollution '! Discuss. 2+8= 10 

~. ( .i) What is medical ethics'? 

(l,) Discuss briefly the basic principles of 

medical ethics . 2+8=10 

6. (a) What is educational ethics? 

(b) Discuss how educational ethics can play a 

role for well -being of a person. 2+8= I 0 

UNIT-III 

7. Critically explain the view of Manavada regarding 

the origin of religion . 6+4= l 0 

8. (a) What is theistic theory ? 

(b) Explain Pantheism as a theory of the relation 

between God and the World . 

( c) Does Pantheism destroy the freewill of 

human being? 2+5+ 3= l O 

20M/626 ( Continued ) 
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C·J·1aracteri sties · the 
9_ (a) Explain 

of national 

religion. , tional 
. . ouish between na 

I · context di5t1n° 5+5= I 0 (b} Int11s ' 
and universal religion . 

UNIT-IV 

. . . ly a statement of • t 1s s1mp · 0 " Maya is not a theory, ' . . " 
1 · . . , as it exists. facts about the universe 

f Vivekananda is this (a) From which lecture o 

statement quoted? 

· h ~ nature (b) Explam l e 

Vivr·kainnda . 

0 1. Ma·)'a after 

2+8=i0 

h . •J,, l 1. " Who enjoys the picture. the seller or t e seer. 

(a) In which lecture docs Vivekananda ask the 
question ? 

(b) Explain Vivekananda 's answer to this 

question . 2+8 =10 

12. (a) Where did Swami Vivekananda deliver the 

lecture. 'The Ideal of a Universal Religion' ? 
'-' 

(b} Discus1; the suggestions offered bv Swami 

Vivekananda for attaining the ideal of 
universal religion. 

2+8 =- 10 

20M- 520/626 *** 
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TDP (Honours) 6th Semester Exam., 2021 

PHILOSOPHY 

( Honours ) 

SEVENTH PAPER 

Full Marks : 80 

Time : 3 hours 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks 
for the questions 

Answer eight questions, taking two from each Unit 

Candidates are required to give their answers in their 
own UJOrds as far as practicable 

1. 

2. 

UNIT-I 

( a) What is motive? 

(bl What is intention? 

(c} Which one IS the mam object of moral 
judgement? Discuss. 

( a) What is utilitarianism? 

(b) Discuss Bentham's utilitarianism 
theory of moral standard. 

(c) Is this theory acceptable? Explain . 

2+2+6=10 

as a ·-

13-21/690 

2+5+3=10 
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~t (a} Distinguish between hypothetical and 
categorical imperative . 

(b} Explain Kant's doctrine of categorical 
imperative as a theory of moral standard . 

4+6=10 

UNIT-II 

4. (a} What is environmental ethics? 

(b) Explain in this context of present 

ecological cns1s the necessity of 
environmental ethics. 2 +8= 10 

5. (a) What do you mean by climate change? 

(b} Discuss its impact on environment . 2+8=10 

6. (a) What is management ethics? 

(b) What are the basic codes of management 
ethics? 

(c) Why are these codes important? 2+6+2=10 

UNIT-III 

7. What are the psychological factors involved in 
the origin of religion? Discuss briefly. Io 

8. (a) Explain positivism as an atheistic theory. 

(b) Do you accept it? Justify your answer. 

7+3==10 

13-21/690 ( Continued J 
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the characteristics of universal 
9. (a} Explain 

religion . 

(b} In this context, discuss Christianity as an 

universal religion. 5+ 5= 
1 O 

UNIT-IV 

to. (a} Where did Vivekananda deliver the lecture 

on 'conception of God'? 

(b) Explain the conception of God m the 

light of the lecture delivered by Swami 
Vivekananda. 2+8=10 

11. (a) How did Swami Vivekananda prove that 

God is in everything? 

(b) How can it be related to Shankara 's 

concept of Brahman? 6+4= 10 

12. "What I want to propagate is a religion that will 
be equally acceptable to all minds; ... " 

(a} From which lecture of V' k . 
ive ananda Is this 

statement quoted? 

(b) Discuss the ideal of 
religion that he 

wanted to propagate. 
2+8=10 

*** 
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6 h Semester TDP (Honours) t 
Exam., 2018 

PHILOSOPHY 

( Honours ) 

EIGHTH PAPER 

Full Marks : 80 

Time : 3 hours 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks 
for the questions 

Answer eight questions, taking two from each Unit 

Candidates are required to give their answers in their 
own words as far as practicable 

UNIT-I 

I. "Lokehasmindvividha ni$fha pura prokta mayiinagha 

Jiianayogena Samkhyanarh karmayogena Yoginiim. '' 

( a) What is meant by ni$fha and what are these 
ni$fhas? 

(b) Discuss the nature. and utility of these two 
ni$fhas after the Gita. · 

2+8 =10 

8M/855 
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-di - - • · r1s·1ya ca duskrtam 2. ••Parif rii r,1,iya sa HJIWlll Vll, • ' · · 

dharmasari1f hiipaniirthaya sambhavami yuge yugc.' 

) W\ h l·t \ meaning of the ( a ,at 1s t e 1 era 

aphorism? 

(b) Discuss, after the aphorism, the role of an 
avatara in establishing order in the society. 

2+8= 1 

3. "Kamakrodhaviyuktanarh yatfnam yatacetasam 

Abhito Brahmanirva1.iarh vartate viditatmanam. '' 

What is the nature of BrahmanirvaIJ.a? Answer after 

this aphorism. 

UNIT-II 

~ 

4. Discuss the mam atm of the Abhyasayoga of 

the Gfta. 

S. "Manu$JiiQii.rh sahasre$U kascidyatati siddhaye 

Yatatamapi siddhiina.rh kascinmiirh vetti tattvatal) . '' 

(a) From which Chapter of the Gfta is the 

aphorism taken? How many aphorisms are 
there in this Chapter? 

(b} What are different proces~s of Siddhi? . . 

8M/855 ( Continued ) 
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(c} What is the difference between Siddhi 

and the knowledge of Tattva? Explain after 
the Gita. 2+4+4== 1 O 

6. "Sreyo hi jiianamabhyasaj jiianadhyanam visi$yate 
Dhyanatkarmaphalatyagastyagacchantiranantaram. 

( a) What is the literal meaning of this aphorism? 

(b) Why is freedom from the desire of the result of 

actions (karmaphalatyaga) considered as the 

'' 

best way ofYoga? Answer after this aphorism. 

2+8=10 

UNIT-Ill 

7. ( a) What does Russell mean by 'description'? 

(b) What is the necessity of knowledge by 

description? Discuss after Russell. 6+4= 10 

8. (a) What is the problem of synthetic a priori 

knowledge? Discuss in short. 

(b) How did Kant reach to the solution of this 

problem? Discuss. 5 + 5 = 1 O 

9. ( a) What is memory according to Russell? 

(b) Explain the problem of memory after Russell . 

4+6=10 

SM/855 ( Tum Over) 
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Ui\lT-IV 

10. /a ) What is truth according to Russell") 

/b/ What conditions must. according to Russell. 

be fulfilled by any theory of trutb? 

( c} Explain the conditions after Russell . 2 + 2 + 6 = l 0 

11. (a} What does Russell mean by ·coherence'? 

(b) Explain Russell' s view about the criterion of 
truth . 3+7=10 

12. ls there any fundamental difference between 

scientific knowledge and philosophical 

knowledge? Answer after Russell . · 10 

*** 
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TDP (Honours) 6th Semester Exam., 2019 

PHILOSOPHY 

( Honours ) 

EIGHTH PAPER 

Full Marks : 80 

Time : 3 hours 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks 
for the questions 

Answer eight questions, talcing at least two 
from each Unit 

Candidates are required to give their answers in their 
own words as far as practicable 

UNIT-I 

1. "Niyatarh kuru karma tvarh karmajyayo hyakannal)a}J. 
Sarirayatrapi ca te na prasidhyedakarmal)a]J: " 

( a) What is the literal meaning of this aphorism? 

(b) What is meant by Niyatakanna in the Gita ? 

( c) How is it established that karma is better than 

absence of karma? Explain after the Gita. 
2+2+6=10 

M9/713 (Tum Over) 



''C . mav§ srstam guIJakannavibhagasa~. 
2 '4turvamvam J. • • • • • • ✓' , , 

Tasya kartaramapi math viddhyakartaramvyayam. 

fa} From which Chapter of the Gita is the 

aphorism quoted? 

(b} What is the literal meaning of it? Name the 

Var.QaS. 

(c) Discuss after the Gita, the order of the V~as 

according to their gw)B (quality) and karma 
(action). 1 + 3+(2+ 1 )+ 3= 1 

3. '' Samnyas~ kannayogasca ~sreyasakarabubhou. 
Tayastu karmasathnyasat karmayogo visi~yate. " 

(a} Distinguish between karmayoga and 
kannasannyasa yoga. 

(b} Why IS karmayoga superior to 
kannasannyasa? Explain after the Gita. 3+7=10 

UNIT-II 

4. '' AnasritalJ karmaphalam karyam karma karoti ya}). 

Sa sannyasl ca yogi ca na niragnimacakriyal).'' 

(a) What is the meaning of this aphorism? 

'. 

(b) Describe who is considered as yogi and 
why-after this aphorism. 

2+8=10 

M9/713 
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lb. , " .... ahamkara itiyalh me bhinna prakrtira$tadha." ,, 

(a) Name the prak,-tis as mentioned m this 
aphorism. 

(b J In this respect, discuss in short the Samkhya 

theory of creation as referred in the Gita. 

2+8=10 

''TulyanindastutirmaunI santu$fO yena kenacit. 
Aniketal) sthiramatirbhaktiman me priyo naral). '' 

( a) What is the meaning of the aphorism? 

(b) What are the qualities of a bhakta of 

Sri Kr~Q.a? Described after this aphorism. 

(c) Explain the significance of these qualities, 

which are essential for a devotee (bhakta) . 

2+4+4=10 

UNIT-Ill 

7. ( a) Distinguish between knowledge by 
acquaintance and knowledge by description. 

(b) Mention the objections against knowledge by 

acquaintance. 5+5=10 

M9/713 
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by Synthetic a pnon 
8. (a} What does Kant mean 

knowledge? 

. • · Kant regarding 
(b J How does Russell Cnt1c1se . 3 + 7 = 10 

synthetic a priori knowledge? Explain. 

9. Explain after Russell the nature 

knowledge. 

UNIT-IV 

of intuitive 

IO. We are "to seek for a theory of belief which does 
not make it consist in relation of the mind to a 

10 

single object". Explain. 10 

II. (a) What does Russell mean by 'Derivative 
Knowledge'? 

(b) Discuss the problem concerning 'Derivative 

Knowledge' according to Russell. 2 + 8 = 1 O 

12. Explain the arguments of Russell, given for 

rejecting Hegelian theory of .t).bsolute Reality. 1 o 

*** 
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TOP (Honours) 6th Semester Exam., 2020 

PHILOSOPHY 

( Honours ) 

EIGHTH PAPER 

Full Marks : 80 

Ti:me : 3 hours 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks 
for the questions 

Answer eight questions , taking two from each Unit 

Candidates are required to give their anszvers in their 
own words as far as practicable 

UNIT-I 

1. '' Na vuddhibhcdarh j anaycdjiianaJ.i1 

karmasailginam. 
Yogayct sarvakarmaI)i vidvan yuktab 

samacaran. '' 

(a) What is the literal meaning of this aphorism? 

(b) Why did Srf Kf$1)a advise the wise men to 

encourage others to be engaged in actio11s? 
Explain. 

{c) In this context, explain the neg· t · . _ _ a 1ve m1pact 
of Sannyasavada on the societv 2 -:i , 5 

.I . +_1 -r- = 10 
20M/627 
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., .. Paritrlin:J;ra s,:1dhOniiri1 viniHc'iya ca du .~krtarn. 
- · . I 

Dhar11wsari1sthiipanarthiiya sambh.a v.:f ni 
' ' y ugc yuge. 

( ;i} From which Chapter of the Gita is the 

aphorism taken? How many aphorisms are 

there in the Chapter? 

(b} When and why does an Avatara ~ome in the 

W8rld? Explain after this aphoris~ . 2+4+4= 10 

3. ' 'Jneya/1 sa nityasannyasi yo na dve;,ti na kailk$ati. 

1\/irdvandvo hi 1nahavaho sukham 

vandhat prarnucyatc." 

( a} rvtention the qualities of NityasannyasI 

according to the Gita. 

{b) Explain the implication of real Sannyasa 

after the mentioned aphorism. 5+5=10 

UNIT-II 

4. Discuss, in short, the main advices of the 

Abhyasayoga of the Gita. 

5. '~Caturvidha bhajante 1narh janal) sukrtino '1juna. 
Arto jijiiasurartharthi jiiani ca Bharatarsabha , , . . 

(a) Name the Chapter of the Gita fron1 \Vhich 
the aphorism is taken . 

20M/627 
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Shnrth· dis1.·uss about lht· l'nur 1,·,, l·s t) I ' . 
dL'\ '()ll't'S :rftn this ;1plll,rism . I' .• , I ' .·, / 1 \\ 

6 . " Sn'\ 't) t, j j11,1n~H11hhy:1.-.~1i j1L"in:1 tfdh_\ :1 11 :1ti1 , 1s1s, ,lfl ' 

Dh_, .,; nn t k ~i rm:1phahl tyn_~:i sf.\ •~ip.i'i l · l ·h :in r ir:111 :111r:ir:1111 · · 

(a} FxpL1111 thl~ Sign j l"j l' ,\ ll 1.' t' nl 

non -attachment from tlh.' r~.'sult 1JI ,h.·tin11 

done ac~ording to tht' G ir~}. 

( b) M~nt ion some oft he vi t:.11 q u;ll it ics L'S St' n t i;il 

to be a devot ee or Lord Krsna . ) ➔ .-; I 0 

UNIT--III 

7. (a) Explain after Russt·IL the nature of 

· knowkdgc- by description ·. 

(b) Di scuss the necessity of ~Himitting 
descriptive knmvledge. 7+3 I 0 

8. (a) Statt' and explain the usual view about the 

classification of propositions . 

(b} Hov,: did Hume raise objcL·tion agamst this 
\'icw? l >iscuss . 

6 +4 -, I 0 

20!\!I/627 
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I 

i 

( ) 
What is memory accon:\ding to Russell? 

9. a 

(b} Explain the, problem
11 

of me1nory after 
3+7 =10 

Russell . 

I 

UNIT-lVi 

10. Explain Russell 's version of the theory of 
correspondence regarding the nature of Truth. 10 

1 I. Explain the nature of knowledge after Russell. 10 

12. What is the fundamental difference between 

scientific knowledge and philosophical 
knowledge'? Answer after Russell. 1 O 

*** 
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TDP (Honours) 6th Semester Exam., 2021 

PHILOSOPHY 

( Honours ) 

EIGHTH PAPER 

Full Marks : 80 

· Time : 3 hours 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks 
for the questions 

Answer eight questions, taking two from each Unit 

Candidates are required to give their answers in their 
own UJOrds as far as practicable 

UNIT-I 

1. '' Yad yadacarati sre~fhastattadevetaro janab I 

Sa yat prama~iam kurute lokastadanuvartate II'' 

( a) What is the literal meaning of this 
aphorism? 

(b) Explain the significance of th . h . . is ap onsm 
with reference to Karmayoga of the Gita. 

2+8==10 
13-21/691 
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2. " Srcyiin svadharmo vigm:,ab paradharmiit 

svanu~thitiit I 

Svadharme 11idha11ari1 sreya~ paradharmo 

bhayiivaha~1 II' ' 

(a) Name the Chapter of the Gitii from which 

the aphorism is taken and mention the 

number of aphorisms included in the 

Chapter. 

(b) What 1s meant by 'Svadharma ' in . the 

G -t-') I a . 

(c) Explain why 'Paradharma ' 1s considered 

as dreadful (Bhayavaha) . 2+4+4=10 

3. " Caturvaq1yam maya sr~tam gu~1akarmavi 

bhagasa~ I 
Tasya kartiira1napi mam biddhya -

kartaramvyayam II'' 

( a) What is the literal meaning of this 
aphorism? 

(b) Name the Var1_1as referred to in 

aphorism. 
this 

{c) 
Explain after the Gita why the division of 
Van:ia was done on the b . . . 

as1s of qualtty 
(Gu1_1a) and actions {Karma) 

· 2+2+6~10 
13-21/691 
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UNIT-II 

" A11ilSritah karmaphalaril karyaril karma 
4. karoti ya(1 I 

_ _ a yogf ca na niragnirnacakriyab II'' 
Sa sa1111yas1 c 
/a} Write the literal meaning of the aphorism . 

Y -7 
(b) Who can be considered as a ogi · 

Answer after this aphorism. 

(c} Discuss the significance of this lesson in 

establishing the right concept of Sannyas 

in the society. 2+2+6=10 

5. Describe after Abhyasa Yoga of the Gfta the 

role of Abhyasa and Vairagya in maintaining 

one 's mental stability. 5+5= 1 O 

6. Discuss in short the basic content of Bhakti 

Yoga of the Gita. 

UNIT-III 

7. (a) What IS knowledge by 

according to Russell? 
acquaintance 

(b) Describe any two kinds f th ' . 0 Ings of which 
knowledge of acquaint . . ance IS possible . 

10 

2+(4+4)=1 O 

13-21/691 ( Turn Over) 
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priori knowledge? 
Wl t is meant by a 

13 
· raised by . t of criticism 

·b the potn s · ri Desert e egarding a pno 
11 against Kant r · 2+8=10 Russe 

knowledge . 

knowledge? 
What is meant by Intuitive 

9. (a} 
the scope of 

2+8=10 D. ss after Russell, (b} ISCU , 

10. (a} 

Intuitive knowledge. 

UNIT-IV 

Mention the expos1t1on of Coherence 

theory of Truth given by Russell. 

(b) Discuss Russell's criticism of Coherence 

theory of Truth. 2+8= 10 

11. Explain Russell 's view of the nature of Self-

evident knowledge. l O 

12. (a) What is Hegelian view of Metaphysics? 

(b) Describe the objections raised by Russell 

against Hegel's view of Metaphysics . 2+8= l O 

*** 
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